1to1Core Enters into Agreement with Microsoft for Programmable Cloud PaaS
BOSTON – April 8, 2016 – 1to1Core, the programmable cloud platform-as-a-service (PaaS) platform
that is disrupting some of the biggest industries on the planet – starting with the financial technology
(FinTech) sector, 1to1Core announced today that it has entered into an agreement with Microsoft to
deliver the 1to1Core service offering on Microsoft Azure. Working with Microsoft enables 1to1Core to
expand its geographic reach and easily scale its PaaS programs in response to growing customer demand
for rapid development and integration on the cloud. The agreement also allows for 1to1Core to integrate
with Microsoft Office 365.
“Microsoft is a dream partner for this next, growth phase of the 1to1Core PaaS,” said Tim Vasko, CEO of
1to1Core. “Our software allows clients to drive innovation in industries like finance and healthcare that
have been slow to adopt the cloud, crippled because of barriers to entry - compliance, regulations. Now,
on top of our platform, anyone pushing the envelope can access a cloud-based set of tools and build
connectivity, mobile strategies and hybrid integrations. With Microsoft Azure, we offer innovations to our
clients and give their developers an incredible edge in the market. We will deliver the PaaS to drive down
costs and timeframe of developing technology – with a mission to break down barriers for SMB
innovators. ”
1to1Core offers users an expansive array of pre-built collaboration modules as well as the ability to create
custom-developed functionality that’s easily deployed in the cloud. Existing modules for every install
include CRM3®, Activity Spaces, Business Intelligence, an analytics Dashboard, Secure Work Spaces, a
“To Do” List, Shared Calendars, a team sharing “Wall,” Notebooks and Private IM now in beta. The
PaaS offering represents the results of 15 years and 1.5 million person hours of work on the patented
technology.
“We have a base set of tools that apply to any business sector – our 1to1Core modules for FinTech and
MedTech – Pharmacy, Clinical & Trials, were designed and built for, and with real customers.” Vasko
said. Over 4 million contacts and $3 billion have passed through the solution. He added, “It is the right
time for a large platform, like Microsoft Azure, to be the foundation where the networks of Microsoft
skilled programmers, and customers, can leverage the tools and platform, to be able to customize the
1to1Core PaaS for their projects and versions of disruption in the market.”
The company currently has two ready-made vertical applications on the 1to1Core platform. Finaeos.com
is a disruptive back-office suite that makes it possible to conduct numerous financial industry funding
services on a self-service basis. MarketWatch described Fineaos.com as, “A technology company that
offers back-office, compliance and capital raising for smaller companies and startups…able essentially to
provide those bread-and-butter Wall Street services at a tenth of the cost of what, for example, Morgan
Stanley might charge a client just for a consultation.”
The eHealthGlobal.com platform will be extended for personalized medicine, clinical trials, pharmacy
and the emerging Internet of Things in medical device technology. “Any industry with compliance,
regulatory demands – that needs to connect, is a perfect fit for 1to1Core – because we make it easy to tie
it all together.” said Vasko.
1to1Core is a member of the Microsoft Partner Network with a Silver Certification and BizSpark on the
Azure Cloud. For more information, visit www.1to1core.com.
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